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On The Product of Certain Permutationso 
SAUL STAHL 
A theorem by M. Cohn and A. Lempel, relating the product of certain permutations to the rank 
of an associated matrix, is restated and reproved. Its relationship to old and recent results in 
topological graph theory is pointed out. 
All the permutations in this article are assumed to act on the set S = {I, 2, . .. , 2n}. The 
image of the element b E S under the action of the permutation P is denoted by bP, so that 
the composition of permutations is to be read from left to right. The factors of the disjoint 
cycle decomposition of P are called the orbits of P and their cardinality is denoted by II P II. 
These orbits will be regarded as sets, and the fact that the elements a and b of S belong to 
the same orbit of P will be denoted by a == b (mod P). 
Suppose now that P is a cyclic permutation whereas Q is an involution without 
fixed points. Then Q has n orbits each of which is a pair of the form Qi = {ai' aiQ}, 
i = I, 2, ... , n. We shall say that Qi and Qj are linked in P if their elements alternate in 
their occurrence in P. In other words, either P = (ai ... aj ... aiQ ... ajQ .. . ) or 
P = (ai . .. ajQ ... aiQ . .. aj . .. ). We now define the link matrix M = M(P, Q) as the 
n x n matrix (mij) where 
if Qi and Qj are linked in P 
otherwise. 
The theorem of Cohn and Lempel states the following: 
THEOREM I. If P is a cyclic permutation and Q is a fixed point free involution. then 
IIPQII = I + v, where v denotes the nullity ofM(P, Q) over GF(2). 
To clarify the relationship of this result to others in the literature, this theorem is restated 
and proved in a different form. We first recall that the genus y(P, Q) of an arbitrary pair 
of permutations is defined in [4, 5, 8] as 
y(P, Q) = c(P, Q) - HIIPII + IIQII + IIPQII - lSI) 
where c(P, Q) denotes the number of orbits of the group generated by P and Q. When P 
and Q are as in Theorem 1, then IIPII = 1, IIQII = n, c(P, Q) = 1, and lSI = 2n. Thus, 
we get as their genus 
y(P, Q) = I - to + n + IIPQII - 2n) = t(n - IIPQII + I). (1) 
In view of this, and the well known relationship between the rank and the nullity of a 
matrix, Theorem 1 may be restated as: 
THEOREM 2. If P is a cyclic permutation and Q is a fixed point free involution. then 
2y(P, Q) = rank ofM(P, Q) over GF(2). 
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem we state a Lemma that the author believes 
to be due to Cauchy. 
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LEMMA 3. Let P be an arbitrary permutation on S and let (a b) be a transposition on the 
same set. 
(a) If a == b (mod P), then II(a b)PII = IIPII + I and a #- b [mod (ab)P]. 
(b) If a ¥= b (mod P), then II(a b)PII = IIPII - I and a == b [mod (ab)P]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The proof proceeds by reducing the permutation P to a simple 
form using operations whose effect on the crossing matrix M(P, Q) is that of simultaneous 
elementary row and column operations. For every cyclic permutation 
R = (b bR bR2 ... bQR- I bQ bQR ... bR- I), 
set 
R, if bQR- I = b, bR, 
otherwise set 
ub(R) (b bR bQR-I)R 
(b bR2 bR3 ••• bQR- I bR bQ bQR ... bR- I). (2) 
Note that ub(R) is cyclic and is obtained from R simply by cycling the segment of R that 
lies between band bQ (not inclusive). Hence the linkage of any two orbits Qi and Qj of Q 
is unaffected unless one of them contains bR. Assume that bR E Qi. Then the linkage of Qj 
with Qi is changed if and only if Qj is linked with the orbit Qk = {b, bQ}. Consequently, 
M(ub(R), Q) is obtained from M(R, Q) by adding (mod 2) the kth row and column of the 
latter to its ith row and column, respectively. Thus the operation Ub does not change the 
rank of the crossing matrix. 
Next we show that the genus is also unchanged by the operation Ub . For this purpose it 
suffices to show that IIRQ II = Ilub(R)Q II for every cyclic permutation R. If bQR- I = bR, b 
then ub(R) = R and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, note that 
bQR-I[(b bR)RQ] = b(QR- I RQ) = bQ2 = b, 
and hence 
bQR- I == b [mod (b bR)RQ]. (3) 
Now 
ub(R)Q = (b bR bQR-I)RQ = (bR bQR-I)(bR b)RQ. 
So, if b == bR (modRQ), then, by Lemma 3 II(bR b)RQII = IIRQII + I and b ¥= bR 
[mod (bR b)RQ]. Line (3) now implies that bQR- I ¥= bR [mod (bR b)RQ] and hence 
another application of Lemma 3 yields the result 
II(bR bQR-I)(bR b)RQII = II(bR b)RQII - I 
IIRQII + I - I = IIRQII. 
The case b ¥= bR (mod RQ) can be handled in a similar fashion and hence its details are 
omitted. 
We now go on to use these Ub operations to reduce P to a form that very much resembles 
the cannonical 'handles' form of the orientable closed surfaces. Suppose Qi = {a, aQ} 
and Qj = {b, bQ} link in P. Then we may assume without loss of generality that 
P = (X a Y b Z aQ W bQ) where X, Y, Z, W, are strings of elements of the 
underlying set S of lengths x, y, z, W, respectively. Now, y applications of Ua convert P to 
PI = (X a b Z Y aQ W bQ). 
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The application to PI of (Jb (z + y) times converts it to 
P2 = (X a b aQ W Z Y bQ) = (a b aQ W Z Y bQ X). 
Finally, apply (JaQ to P2 (w + z + y) times to obtain 
P3 = (a b aQ bQ X W Z Y). 
Since the strings X, Y, Z, W were left intact it is clear that by repeated applications of this 
process P can be converted to a permutation 
(4) 
where each Hi has the form ai bi aiQ biQ, and the X; are possibly empty strings whose 
elements contribute no linkages. Bearing in mind that an orbit Qi that is unlinked to any 
other orbit of Q contributes a zero column and a zero row to the link matrix, it follows that 
if the Qi are properly renumbered, then M(P', Q) has the form 
2k columns 
......... r , 
0 
0 
2k 0 
rows 0 0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
and consequently, over GF(2), 
rank of M(P, Q) = rank of M(P', Q) = 2k. 
Since the genus is unchanged by these reductions, it only remams to show that 
y(P', Q) = k. In view of (1) this is tantamount to showing that 
IIP'QII = n - 2k + 1. (5) 
This is done by induction on the number of elements in the union of all the X;. If this 
number is zero, then 
P'Q = (a l bl Q a2Q b2 a2 b2Q a3 Q ... ak bkQ al Q bl ) 
and so IIP'QII = 1 = n - 2k + 1, since in this case k = t(2n) = tn. If the union of the 
strings X; is not empty, then there is an orbit {c, cQ} of Q that is not linked to any other 
orbit. Let Q' denote the fixed point free involution that Q induces on S - {c, cQ}, and 
suppose that P' = (c U cQ V) for appropriate strings U, V. Now, 
P'Q = (c U cQ V)(c cQ)Q' = (c U)(cQ V)Q', 
and since {c, cQ} is not linked in P' to any other orbit of Q, it follows that Q' can be further 
decomposed into the disjoint product Qu Qv where Qu and Qv act on the elements of U and 
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V respectively. So 
P'Q = [(c U)Q.][(cQ V)Qv]. 
Moreover, II(c U)Qu II = II(U)Qu II, II(cQ V)Qv II = II(V)Qv II, where the cyclic permu-
tations (U) and (V) have form (4). So if these latter permutations act on nu and nv elements, 
and have ku and kv handles Hi, respectively, then by the induction hypothesis (5) holds 
for the pairs [(U), Q.] and [(V), Qv], and 
IIP'QII II(U)Qull + II(V)Qvll = nu - 2ku + 1 + nv - 2kv + I 
(nu + nv) - 2(ku + kv) + 2 = n - 1 - 2k + 2 
n-2k+1. 
The last part of this proof could have been abbreviated somewhat if Lemma 1 of [8] had 
been used to compute the genus of the pair (P'Q). 
CONCLUSION 
H. R. Brahana [2] associated a separation matrix with every polygonal representation of 
a closed surface. In the orientable case, this matrix is identical with the above defined link 
matrix. In fact, the operation (1b is simply the permutation analog of a well known cut and 
past operation discussed by Brahana. 
R. A. Goldstein and E. C. Turner [6] associated matrices similar to Brahana's separation 
matrix with certain special embedded graphs. Specifically, their graphs are hamiltonian 
cubic graphs, and their embeddings are such that the hamiltonian cycle forms the boundary 
of a region. The standard translation of orientable graph embeddings to pairs of permu-
tations [4, 5, 8] converts their Theorem A into the Cohn-Lempel result. 
It was the recognition of the essential unity of these various approaches that led the 
author to formulate Theorem 3 and its new proof. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that a different proof of the Cohn-Lempel Theorem is 
given in [7] and an extension of their result can be found in [1]. 
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